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Abstract
Medical insurance in the United States averages a total amount of $328 a month, roughly $4000 a
year, and that doesn’t include visits to the doctor. The majority of the time people don’t stop and think
about what kind of infection or virus they can contract; bronchiolitis, pinworm infection, staph infection,
etc. Although they are different, all of these diseases have one common prevention method: hand washing.
How often would you consider it to be a good time to wash your hands and in what circumstances? What
about if you had an application that told you when you should wash your hands and a soap dispenser that
recorded when you actually did? With the use of beacons, devices that position the location of a user using
low energy Bluetooth, we will be able to detect the intention of the person and fire out a signal to their
phone sending them a warning that they should wash their hands after the task. Placing a low energy
Bluetooth on a soap dispenser, it will trigger a notice to the phone if the user actually washed their hands,
recording their use. The goal is not to only promote better hygiene, but to create a healthier environment
for not only the individual but for the people around him. A healthier environment can diminish the
possible of contracting a disease, therefore, saving the user thousands of dollars a year on healthcare.
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Project Description
In today’s modern world, the shopping experience has been enhanced to provide shoppers
with easier methods to find deals without the use of coupons. The reason for the enhancement has
been due to small devices that provide wireless communication to smart phones; these small
devices are called beacons. Through Bluetooth communication and proximity sensing, users
receive messages when close to these beacons alerting them of possible sales or certain items that
might appeal to them. However, our goal is not to use these beacons to alert people about possible
sales, the goal of this project is to promote better personal hygiene. We want to promote hand
washing by providing awareness and hopefully creating a method that will save Americans billions
of dollars when it comes to healthcare and possibly save lives in the process. Imagine yourself
pressing the elevator button. Do you ever stop and think how many people have touched that
button before you? Like the saying says, "I don't know where your hands have been". By the push
of a button, you may have contracted billions of germs ranging from unthreatening to highly
infectious. People come in contact with surfaces that other people also come in contact with on a
regular basis and with that contact, there could be serious consequences from a mild cold to
possibly being hospitalized, being a hazard not only to your personal health but to your pocket as
well.
Regardless of how insignificant it may seem that hand washing can make an impact on a
healthier environment, the statistics show otherwise. Hand washing awareness has become a huge
worldwide phenomenon in which case there has been a day of the year known as the “Global
Handwashing Day”. This event occurs on October 15th; it is an event created by children to provide
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awareness of possible infection that are contracted, such as pneumonia or diarrheal infections, that
take the lives of about 3.5 million children a year. In a hospital setting, according to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, 1 in 25 patients will contract an infection that was transmitted to
them while there. It was also stated that in 2011, 722,000 patients contracted an infection and
75,000 of them died. From a study done by Dr. Gerald Hickson, he noticed that hospital staff
washed their hand 40-50% of the time after performing certain tasks. Creating an environment in
which users are warned about possible danger is something that may revolutionize the world,
possible saving lives of an individual in the process.
What we are seeking to do is to create an environment in which a user is to be warned about
his surroundings; using beacons, we will send the user notifications when he has come into contact
with surfaces that may contain a high level of bacteria or hazardous material. Although this system
is being designed with the intent of targeting health professional organizations, the proof of concept
is utilizing the San Diego State University Senior Design Laboratory (see Figure 4.) Here, user’s
will wash their hands post using the soldering station and when entering and exiting the lab. The
major constraint to the development of this project is the limited time available to design and build
a working prototype of this system. For this reason, the overall system design has been kept simple,
with only one hand washing requirement.
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Soap Beacon
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Figure 1 Proof of Concept Design Layout
As mentioned above and as seen on the layout, the test environment will have three major
reference points: entrance, soldering station, and soap dispenser. The main goal is to be able to get
an Android phone version 4.2.2 to interact with the beacons, TI SensorTag and Gimbal S-20
Beacon, and that data is correctly being transferred and stored in a database. The Android phone
should identify the beacon and connect to it properly. Once it is connected, the beacon should wait
for an event to occur to trigger a message to be sent to the phone application that we are developing.
The phone application should display an alert to the user, warning them that they have performed a
task that requires them to wash their hands. Using infrared sensors that are already implemented in
the soap dispenser and implementing our own CC2540 BLE, we will keep track of whether the user
has used the soap dispenser and therefore send a message to the phone application. Once that event
is triggered, the CC2540 Beacon will send information to the phone application that will be stored
in a database that will keep track of the user and how many times he had washed his hands. If a
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user has not yet washed his hands and decides to leave the building, the Gimbal S-20 Beacon that
we will place at the door should detect the user when he is closed and send a message to the
application with a warning that they have not yet washed their hands. If the user does in fact wash
his hands, he should not receive a message. Some of the optional features that the soap dispenser
will also contain, if time permits, is a counter that will increase every time soap is dispensed. This
counter will be the indication that the soap is running low. When the counter reaches a certain
amount, the beacon should use a user that is close to send a message to maintenance to notify them.
The goal is to development an environment that can become large scale further down the road,
possibly revolutionizing the world that we live in.
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System Design
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Figure 2 - General System Block Diagram.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the overall system. Looking at the Georgia Pacific Soap
Dispenser on the left, all the components here are to be housed within the housing. All
communication (through Bluetooth) is preformed transmission (tx) only. The SensorTag within the
soap dispenser provides needed sensors and inputs for sensors already present on the soap
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dispenser. Data from the soap dispenser is transmitted to android mobile application via Bluetooth.
The android mobile device also receives transmit only identifying date from the soldering station
beacon and the door beacon. Should time permit, a backend database will be utilized to record
user’s hand hygiene and maintenance issues with the soap dispenser.

Hand Sensor (power on)

Beacon Ping

Soap Level Sensor

Maintenance Alerts

Turn on Soap Level Sensor
Reset button

Turn on Soap Level Sensor
TI CC2540
Low Power Bluetooth

Figure 3- Soap Dispenser Bluetooth Input/Output Diagram.
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Figure 4 –TI CC2540 Functional Diagram [1].

Figure 1 – Rough mock up SmartSoap Dispenser.
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Performance Requirements
The performance requirements that the finished project should have based on the finished project are the
following:
• Recognize the intent of the user and modify their behavior by alerting them through a phone
application.
• Use BLE’s as beacons to recognize a user and trigger a message if an event happens.
• Use coin cell battery, CR 2032, on both SensorTag BLE and Gimbal S-20 beacon in order to lower
the cost of battery replacement.
• Beacons must use iBeacon protocol and properly identify with the phone application.
• Sensors must correctly identify and trigger the correct inputs into BLE.
• BLE must correctly send the data to the phone application when an event is triggered.
• Beacon must be able to be differentiated from each other by a special id given to them by the
team.

Testing and Verification
Test Procedure
Main goal:
Get an alarm message when users go through lab door after using soldering iron.
Development environment:
Android 4.4
Diagram of Application part:
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Requirements:
1. Searching different beacon and recognizing them.
a. TICC 2540 BLE for soap dispenser.
i.
Android 4.4, which we chose to programing with, built-in platform support for Bluetooth
Low Energy in the central role and provide APIs that apps can use to discover devices. In
order to use the BLE features in your application based on Android 4.4, we must declare the
Bluetooth permission BLUETOOTH. we need this permission to perform TICC 2540 BLE
communication.

To declare that your app is available to BLE-capable devices only

ii.To find BLE devices, we use the startLeScan() method. This method takes a
BluetoothAdapter. LeScanCallback as a parameter. And we need stop scanning as soon as
finding the desired device.
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iii.Use the identification code to recognize the signal.
The way to figure out how to recognize the signal is using startLeScan() function. The
completely function of startLeScan() is "public abstract void onLeScan (BluetoothDevice device,
int rssi, byte[] scanRecord)" and we can input scanRcord which means "the content of the
advertisement record offered by the remote device. "

Resource: https://developer.android.com/intl/zh-cn/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth-le.html
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b. Gimbal Beacons for the Door.
We import Gimbal™ SDK for Android to enable the door beacons. This beacon will send a signal to
phone when people get close to the door.
This Gimbal™ SDK for Android is a SDK jar files and libraries used by the Android
application on the device:
• Runs a service in the background that monitors user activity
• Identifies user interests
• Monitors geofences and notifies the client application of geofence events and content events
when the application has configured itself as a listener
• Allows application to retrieve user interests
This Gimbal™ SDK for Android contents the following components:
• Gimbal jars and libraries
Context-Core jar
Context-Places jar
• Documentation
JavaDoc for the interface library (two sets of javadoc)
A sample application source code (Eclipse project)
This document (The Gimbal™ SDK for Android
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resources: Gimbal™ SDK for Android Documentation
c. Sensortag beacon for soldering station.
This beacon will send a signal to user’s phone when the sensor detect the user is using soldering
iron.
The SensorTag is a Bluetooth Smart (4.0 or newer) device. The application environment for the
SensorTag is Android 4.3 or more. The SensorTag app sample in TI has been tested on the following
Android devices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nexus 4 (JWR66V)
Nexus 7 (2012) (JWR66V)
Nexus 7 (2013) (JSS15J)
Nexus 5 (KTU84M)
Samsung S4 (JWR66V.S11.130708)
HTC One (0.1.0.0 - 20130728)
Sony Xperia E1

The SensorTag Bluetooth Smart already has bunch of sensors attached. According to its quick start
guide, the SensorTag is fitted with six sensors, and all sensors are chosen to be small size, energy
efficient and low cost surface mount devices.
Resource: Quick Start Guide, http://www.ti.com/lit/ml/swru324b/swru324b.pdf

2. Data transferring between beacon and phone application
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a. Setting up BLE.
i.
Get the BluetoothAdapter.

ii.

Enable Bluetooth

b. Setting up Gimbal™.
To get our phone application running with Gimbal beacon we need to do these two steps:
i. Get an application key on Gimbal Manager
a. We will give our application package name for this application key.
ii.
Set up some properties for your application
These two steps are easily to flow when log in to Gimbal. We need to add a application in Gimbal
website.
iii.
then we can Configuring our Application for the SDK by coding and debug.
3. Signal Range Test
We will do this test on our lab when the sensors are all set up.
a. Avoid signal mistaking and avoid noise from other devices.
b. the reasonable distance that users receive the message from the door.
4. Logical function settings
a. When the Alarm message turns on.
i.
If the phone application get the signal from soldering station beacon the function of beacon1
will be set to “1”. And if it does not, the function of beacon1 will be set to “0”.
ii.
If the phone application get the signal from soap diepenser beacon the function of beacon2
will be set to “1”. And if it does not, the function of beacon2 will be set to “0”.
iii.
The test function testsig = beacon1&& beacon2. If testsig = 1, the function rests. If testsig = 0,
the Alarm message turns on.
c. Logical diagram
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5. Alarm message design

Our notifications are indicated by our icon in the notification area and can be accessed by
opening the notification drawer.

Inside the drawer, the notification is chronologically sorted with the latest one on top.
Touching a notification can opens our app can the content of hand washing details.
Example:
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Benchmark
The difference between our soap dispensers and regular soap dispensers can be seen on the following
table:
Beacon Base Soap Dispenser
Automatic soap dispensing (touchless)
Connection with smart phones using a built in beacon.
Detect people who washed their hands therefore not bothering them with
unnecessary notification.
Notify close by people if the soap dispenser is empty (using proximity
sensors).
Notify officials to refill capsule wirelessly (using smart phone application).

Regular Soap Dispensers
Automatic soap dispensing
(touchless)
X
X
X
X

Our design will be classified as complete when the following operations take place:
•
•
•
•
•

Gimbal s-20 Beacon at the door connects to the phone application when the user enters the room
and sends a warning signal to the phone application to wash their hands.
SensorTag BLE placed on solder should trigger a message to the phone application when it has
been touched, with the help of an accelerometer.
When a user triggers the infrared sensor on the soap dispenser, the SensorTag BLE should send
information to the phone application, property alerting it that the user has washed their hands.
The phone application must correctly store the information that the user has washed their hands.
The data base should contain a user identifier and all the instances in which a user has washed
their hands after a potential hazardous task.
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Project Plan and Management
Task Decomposition
This project is broken down into three different groups, each which will be performing individual
tasks to push this project in motion.
Application:
Tien and Hazim will be the ones in charge of the phone application. Their main task is to receive
the input from the beacons, display the alert message on the application and correctly dump the
information of the user into the database to record when the user has used the soap dispenser.
Embedded:
Daniel and Joel will be the ones in charge of the Bluetooth communication. They will be working
with the CC 2541 SensorTag and the Gimbal S-20 making sure that the BLE’s are transmitting correctly,
testing the different ranges, modifying the proximity, and making sure that correct alerts are triggers when
certain events take place.
Hardware:
Deleon and Court will be in charge of the circuitry and the power. They will be the ones in charging
of mounting the circuits once most of the constraints are in the way as well as modifying the component so
that they have the appropriate sensors as well as that power is being correctly supplied to the circuit
without frying any of the components on the circuit.
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Milestones

Budget
The total budget for this project, provided by WestHealth, is $1000. The parts that we will primarily
need will be as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

Bluetooth Low Energy chips
o CC2540 from Texas Instrument
o Gimbal Beacon from Qualcomm
Automatic Soap Dispensers
Android Phone with version 4.4.2
Software
Test and Design Hardware
o Sensors, transistors, possible hardware that we may add to the project
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Estimated Cost
Bluetooth Low Energy
Chips
11%

Soap Dispensers

27%

38%

13%
11%

Test and Design Hardware
Android Phone version
4.4.2
Software
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Promotional Flyer

Figure 6 - Proposed Promotional Flyer
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